Reviews
and, in order to say it’ (46) he crosses the ‘o’ in God
and continues this notation in the rest of the book.
The second edition and a translation of the original
French, this book is a volume in the series Religion
and Postmodernism brought out by the University
of Chicago Press. In a daring postmodern spirit,
the author tries to do away with a personality of
God because he is concerned that ‘we manage so
poorly to keep silent before that which we cannot
express in a statement’ (59) Attempts to express
the inexpressible creates a false image of God, who
exists even before actually being. It is a pity that
the author rests his arguments based only on Christian scriptures and does not refer to scriptures from
other religions, such as those of the East. Had he
done so, he would have come across interesting insights on God without being in those texts. With
elaborate notes and references to major thinkers
on religion and theology, this book is a profound
study on the perception of God with an identity.
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D

o people change when they are in a cultural
setting other than their own? This century
has witnessed inter-culture movements like never
before. That has had its share of psychological
imbalance. Roland does an excellent job of locating the psychology of the selves at the familial,
cultural, and individual levels in a changing cultural backdrop. Drawing from the results of various case studies conducted in India, Japan, China,
Korea, and New York, he focuses on the cultural
interplay of Asian and American individualities.
This century has also witnessed barbarous acts of
terrorism. Taking the partition of India and Pakistan and the 9/11 tragedy as his points of departure, Roland traces the trauma and dissociation
these events entailed. He also shows us how the
Western understanding of psychology has clouded
and hindered a true assessment of the spiritual
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and mystical traditions of the East and how over
and again psychologists have resorted to a ‘very
pathologizing and regressive analysis of spiritual
aspirations and experiences’ (121). He questions as
to ‘what extent primary-process thinking and the
id constitute spiritual knowing’ (122). He locates
‘spiritual longings’ to ‘follow from an appreciation
of issues of the self, especially a self driven by intense spiritual yearnings, rather than seeing all
motivation as deriving from unconscious psychic
confl ict … anxiety and depression’ (125). Roland’s
vast clinical experience and his deep insight makes
this volume an appealing read to all concerned
with the modern human mind.
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M

uch like its size, this book has a huge task
to perform: critiquing secular reason in the
thoughts of Theodor Adorno and Emmanuel Levinas. That the author deftly does that is another
credit to his immense scholarship. The preface to
the translation, which is also a revised edition, distanced from its German original by more than fifteen years, updates the reader with the huge corpus
of literature of both the thinkers published since.
The author places this book as the last of a trilogy
of which his Philosophy and the Turn to Religion and
Religion and Violence are the first two. In a fresh approach to religious philosophy, de Vries brings to
us the similarities in the thoughts of Adorno and
Levinas, and shows us how taken together, they
have much deeper impact, than considered separately. That the author discussed this book with
Emmanuel Levinas in person adds authenticity to
the work. Avowedly a critique of negative dialectics, this volume offers an original exploration of
the interactions of philosophy and religion, and is
a must read for those interested in theology, critical theory, deconstruction, and dialectics.
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